
Folsom City Council Candidate Barbara Leary responses: 

Question 1: How do you propose to address the parking issues in Historic Folsom? 

First of all, any proposals must be undertaken by setting up a number of community meetings 

to review the options with the residents of the Historic District along with other stakeholders, 

such as the local businesses and City Staff.  Concurrence among the residents is important in 

instituting any changes to help them gain more peace and security. Meetings must be 

facilitated in order to arrive at reasonable solutions.  I believe that "permit parking" is a 

feasible solution. All variables must be taken into consideration and would likely involve 

different variables in each residential area in the District as the problems are different 

depending on the proximity to Sutter Street.  A permit system allows residents with permits 

are unlimited parking times/days; the number of permits per home can vary and guest permits 

for visitors to residences can vary; those numbers need to be established. Variables for non-

permit parking must include days of the week and hours of the day that parking rules for 

visitors apply, as well as consecutive number of hours at a time when non-permit parking is 

allowed.   All large events should be supported by improved signage on Folsom Blvd, 

directing people to either use light rail parking or the parking garage. Shuttle service has also 

worked well and I also support that for large events. An agreement with RT should be 

considered to allow for a reduced fare for short distance travelers from the local light rail lots 

for the larger events.  I would also support the construction of an additional parking garage 

where existing parking is already available on Trader's Lane. 

Question 2: What are your thoughts about the role of history in our community? 

Folsom's history has great depth and is one of the attractions for both residents and visitors. 

Much of the history of the area continues to be overlooked, such as that of the Native tribes 

who once lived here in great numbers.  We need to acknowledge, preserve, protect, and 

enhance the cultural attributes of our area. 

 

 Question 3: Like the north side, the area south of Highway 50 has a rich history. We believe 

emphasizing that history in visible ways would go a long way toward unifying the south with 

the north. Do you agree? If so, what means would you propose? If you disagree, please 

explain why.  

I agree that all historical attributes should be preserved and acknowledged, when appropriate 

(that is, not to point out artifacts which could be vandalized). Some of the area that has been 

set aside for "open space" South of 50 where historical sites exist may be available for actual 

trails; there are sites on the North side where trails already exist.  A history "trail" map could 

complete a local tour of historic sites - in some places an actual trail will exist. Landmarks, 

some with visible artifacts, would be wonderful sites for historical markers/interpretive 

signage.  

  

Question 4: In your opinion, what is the most appropriate use of the former Corporation 

Yard?  

 

I've been pondering this for some time, the site has fairly difficult access and some of the 

ideas I've heard proposed aren't a complete vision for such a large, complex parcel. It would 



make a great site for an "open space" area with natural/historical aspects/trails - an outdoor 

style history museum depicting natural to ancient Native American to early settler 

history.  What comes to mind is something like Jamestown in Virginia where visitors walk 

through an outdoor area with displays depicting early Native American life and the 

excavations of the remains of buildings of the early settlers. The nearby Folsom History 

Museum, Chinese Heritage Museums, Railroad Museum, Folsom Powerhouse and Pioneer 

Village all house indoor displays and are within walking distance.  Community meetings to 

discuss all options should take place again, the prior meetings did not produce an acceptable 

range of plans. 


